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2018
comprehensive plan
• Lays out the existing situation, goals for the future, and
ways to address them for several major concerns which
were raised by the general public & the Comprehensive
Plan Forum from Day 1 (affordable housing; protection of
historic, cultural, & natural resources; strengthening or
creating viable and attractive places in the community
where people are the priority, the town’s financial bottom
line, and provision of alternate ways to get around)
• Is organized around major themes raised during the early
stages of the effort rather than by the “standard”
approach of talking about the separate required elements
or chapters which need to be covered
• Focuses on the kind of issues that a community nearing
“buildout” needs to address: redevelopment and infill of
smaller sites versus planning for large, new developments
on the fringe of town

2018 comprehensive plan
• Doesn’t recommend or force changes for a lot of areas of
Town; a natural, incremental evolution is expected
• Acknowledges that change will continue to occur in Mount
Pleasant but is realistic about how to deal with the growing
pains in the future and to shape those forces into the
community we desire in the long run
• Uses different language and approaches when dealing with
future land uses. For instance, today’s “one-size-fits-all”
commercial designation or residential categories are refined
to reflect the type of places that already exist

2018
comprehensive
plan

 In order to be able to enforce zoning and land
development regulations, the Town is required
to undertake a process to write a new
Comprehensive Plan at least every 10 years.
 A Comprehensive Plan is a guiding document
that typically establishes a Vision, Goals and
Recommendations to guide the Town over a
period of 10-20 years.
 The Plan is then implemented through
ordinance changes, Capital Improvement
Programming, and other municipal functions.

Purposes of
Today's
Meeting

 To give a brief rundown of the highlights of the
Plan
 To hear public comment on what has been
prepared to date
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The Town of Mount Pleasant will be a sustainable and resilient
community. . .
• . . . where the built environment honors the town’s coastal village
heritage, while recognizing that different parts of Town have their
own unique character; (Quality of the Built Environment)

Community
Vision

• . . . where the natural features and historic coastal character of
Mount Pleasant can be found in every aspect of daily life, and the
friendly, small-Town feel is embraced and strengthened through
interaction with each other and the environment; (Quality of Life)
• . . . that adapts to evolving conditions while enhancing and
maintaining the high standards and quality of life that residents
expect; (Taking the Long View) and
• . . .that is supported by a reliable, sustainable and accessible
21st Century transportation system with multiple travel options
that safely connects our communities, businesses, and cultural
areas. (Safe & Efficient Mobility)

Goals

Quality of the
Built
Environment/
Place

• Balance the rate of development with the
provision of public infrastructure…
• Draw businesses to Town…
• Identify and develop the unique characteristics
of each …area of Town.
• Provide a variety of housing types…

Goals

Quality of Life/
Community
Character

• Ensure that residents and visitors know they are
in Mount Pleasant …
• Create a system of interconnected, protected
open spaces…
• …permanent protection for key properties that
enhance the character of the town.
• Diversify recreational opportunities …
• Identify community common areas and
promote community events …
• Champion locally-owned businesses…
• Enhance, elevate, and protect the surviving
local historic communities…

Goals

Safe & Efficient
Mobility

• Implement modern safety features into new
and existing transportation facilities…
• Provide a highly connected road network…
• Integrate bike and pedestrian facilities …
• Build a world-class, family-friendly bicycle and
pedestrian connector path…
• Coordinate transportation and land use
planning …
• Create inviting transit opportunities …
• Move port-related traffic efficiently …

Goals

Taking the Long
View

• Ensure adequate long-term revenue …
• Provide services and infrastructure…
• Protect the integrity of the natural environment
…
• …withstand and rapidly recover from large-scale
emergencies and disasters.
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The Urban
Corridor Overlay
District
(Boulevards
Overlay District)

Some of the reactions to UCOD development are that
it is too tall, too dense, too large in scale, too “linear”,
and lacking in adequate landscaping and setbacks.
Recommendations include:
• Review the Boulevard Overlay Districts (Zoning) and
other related zoning districts and standards …
• Undertake a Special Area Plan to define specific
criteria for each hub, …
• Designate hubs in select locations to be the focus of
future commercial, mixed-use and community activity
…

Housing
Diversity &
Affordability

In looking at our housing challenges, part of the
problem can be identified as cost of available
housing, but also problematic is the lack of variety
in the housing products available in the Mount
Pleasant area.
Recommendations include:
 Support the provision of a variety of housing
types …
 Facilitate the provision of lifecycle housing units
…
 …require inclusionary zoning practices.

Settlement
Communities

These unique neighborhoods were once compact
communities with an individual development pattern in an
agrarian landscape. Now they are distinctive enclaves
surrounded by modern suburbia. As time has passed, the
influence of suburban development has crept into these
communities, in some cases changing their character and
creating tension between preservation of an important
cultural history of both place and culture. 
Recommendations include:
 Coordinate with Charleston County …
 Protect the integrity of settlement communities …
 Establish a cultural/arts facility …

Cultural Core

The identification of the area now referred to as the
“Cultural Core” came out of discussions about the
plight of the settlement communities, protecting open
space and other historic and natural areas within
Mount Pleasant. 
Recommendations include:
 Undertake a joint study with Charleston County and
representatives of landowners in the area to create
a Special Area Plan …
 Support a cultural center to tell the story of the
whole Mount Pleasant area - …
 Design and construct, … historic trails and markers …

The Mount
Pleasant Way

Given the interest in promoting a family-friendly healthy lifestyle, building
community, and providing transportation alternatives, the Mount Pleasant
Way was conceived as an effort to create a safe, viable, functional network
that can serve our citizens and visitors as both a recreational amenity and a
transportation alternative. This facility would function as a linear park,
expanding outdoor recreation opportunities to the citizens and visitors,
and connecting destinations throughout town.
Recommendations include:
 Initiate a feasibility study and engineering analysis to develop the townwide network. …
 Design and build the Mount Pleasant Way as a safe, viable, familyfriendly bicycle and pedestrian facility …
 Construct this system as a multi-use path…for non-motorized bicycle
and pedestrian use. …

The Town of Mount Pleasant has a well-deserved reputation
for providing outstanding public service with a low tax rate. …
When growth in Mount Pleasant slows, and revenues level off,
how will the Town continue to provide the outstanding public
services its residents expect?

Financial
Health/Resilience

Recommendations include:
 Ensure that the Town revenues are generated from a variety
of sources …
 Protect long-term revenue …through fiscally sustainable
practices.
 Pursue a diverse array of options for generating sustainable
revenues to support current service levels…
 Work proactively with the development community on
redevelopment projects …

Open Space
Network

By identifying, designating, and protecting an open space
network throughout the town, rights of individual property
owners can be respected, while protecting the character and
health of the town.
Recommendations include:
 Build the open space network upon the existing green
network…
 Create a system of interconnected, protected open spaces …
 Prepare a parks, recreation, and open space master plan …
• Pursue permanent protection of these sites …
• Expand the green network to the local waterways …
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Network Plans

The network level refers to categories of land uses,
infrastructure, or facilities that stretch throughout
the Town and form a set of networks for the support
of our Town and its residents.
• Character Areas
• Community Facilities
• Water & Sewer
• Hazard Profile
• (Stormwater/flooding)

District Plans

The base layer of information on the
District Plan maps is the recommended
future land use. For much of the town, the
future land use is directly reflective of the
existing development pattern. For some
areas, particularly the hubs and many of
the commercial areas, future land use
recommendations suggest evolution for
these locations as market conditions and
community needs change.

Johnnie Dodds
District
Select Recommendations
•

Require development along Coleman Boulevard
to be of a community focus, but of a smallmedium scale to relate to existing
development. This should be typically 2 story,
possibly stepping back to 3, depending on
design and location. Walkability, local business
support and activity areas along Coleman are
key to the character of this part of town.

•

Develop plans for the Houston Northcutt hub
where the focus of any redevelopment should
be on planning for a mix of uses in a design that
would promote walkability and vibrancy in this
part of town, while improving the tax base and
employment opportunities.

•

Create a special area plan for development at
Patriot’s Point to ensure a cohesive design
scheme, mix of uses, addressing of traffic
concerns, access to recreational resources, and
public access to the entire waterfront.

Coleman
District
Select Recommendations

 Manage the Shem Creek area to protect its
iconic mixture of recreational, commercial
and industrial uses. Proactive planning for
the continuation of traditional waterdependent uses and management of visitors
is vital to the balance and character of the
area.
 Continue to pursue opportunities for
increased public access (including possible
water taxi) to Shem Creek.
 Expand the Old Village Historic District to
provide protection to additional parts of the
Old Village to preserve its historic character
and integrity.
 Study impacts of commercial parking on
adjoining neighborhoods and create parking
plans to address these concerns.

Towne Centre
District
Select Recommendations
 Redevelop the area near the terminus of I526. This area encompasses many uses and
could be a prime candidate for mixed use
redevelopment to tie in with retail, hotel,
and health care uses in the vicinity, as well
as the ongoing MidTown development..
 Pay particular attention to the management
of traffic in the vicinity of Lucy Beckham
High School. Improve bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in the area to facilitate viable, safe
alternatives to vehicular travel to the school.
 Create roadway connections between
subdivisions, complete Billy Swails
Boulevard, and connect Wando Crossing to
Watermark/Midtown Ave.

Long Point
District
Select Recommendations
 Focus on recruiting State Ports Authorityrelated industries to locate near the Port to
provide employment and private investment
to support the tax base of the town,
pursuant to recommendations of a Special
Area Plan
 Protect the integrity of the Snowden
neighborhood by working closely with
Charleston County and local residents to
determine the best methods to meet the
neighborhood’s needs including limiting
rezonings, supporting residents’ traditional
businesses, and considering creation of a
historic district.
 Work closely with the SPA and SCDOT to
accommodate and mitigate effects of port
truck traffic.

Route 17 North
District
Select Recommendations

 Create a cultural core Special Area Plan,
coordinating and planning with local property
owners, communities, and the county regarding
the future of the cultural core area embodied
by the Six Mile, Seven Mile, and Hamlin
Communities, as well as the new Rifle Range
Park, Boone Hall, Hamlin Farms and vicinity. The
goal would be to protect historic and traditional
interests within the area, while providing
opportunity to meet community goals and
needs. A detailed master plan for this entire
area is vital to the future health of this part of
town.
 Focus on creating roadway connections
between subdivisions and the completion of
Billy Swails Parkway and All American
Boulevards.
 Connect Rifle Range Park with the future plans
for the Mount Pleasant Way.

SC Highway 41
District
Select Recommendations
 Protect the integrity of the Phillips Community
by working closely with Charleston County and
community members to determine the best
methods to meet the neighborhood’s needs,
including limiting rezonings, supporting
residents’ traditional businesses, and
considering creation of a historic district..
 Consider approving neighborhood scale
commercial development in this area to provide
convenient access for residents to every day
needs.
 Coordinate planning and development of the
Republic Tract through a Special Area Plan. This
property has the potential to be a huge asset to
the local community, providing public water
access and neighborhood hub that are lacking
in this area.

Carolina Park/
Ten Mile District
Select Recommendations
 The lands designated for business and industrial
uses provide a much-needed opportunity for an
employment base and should be developed as
such.
 Small scale neighborhood commercial uses are
needed to meet local residents’ everyday needs
in an area close to home.
 Protect the integrity of the Ten Mile Community
by working closely with Charleston County and
community members to determine the best
methods to meet the neighborhood’s needs,
including limiting rezonings, supporting
residents’ traditional businesses, and
considering creation of a historic district..
 Areas outside of the Urban Growth Boundary
should meet standards, scale, and development
patterns associated with rural development.

Rural District
Select Recommendations
 Support agriculture and forestry uses
throughout the area.
 Maintain rural development patterns in
this part of the Planning Area, with
densities of development in the ranges
of:
 Woodville/Paradise Island – 1 unit
per 3 acres
 Cat Island – 1 unit per 10 acres
 Guerin’s Bridge and beyond – 1 unit
per 25 acres.
 Link bicycle and pedestrian facilities
through the District to expand
recreational opportunities through the
area.
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Mobility
Element

Policy Recommendations:
 Define a policy to address traffic, parking, and safety concerns
during special events and develop a plan for the Town to
implement during their occurrence.
 Develop a program to monitor emerging technologies
(autonomous vehicles, SMART infrastructure, etc.) and develop
implementation strategies as determined appropriate.
 Define a policy to identify strategies and opportunities for
maximizing the efficiency of existing infrastructure, including
traffic operational improvement studies.
 Plan for infrastructure resiliency particularly as it relates to
evacuations, flooding, and storm water management.
 Create new interconnections within the public road system to
allow for a better flow of traffic Town-wide.
 Bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be improved to allow a
viable safe alternative to vehicular travel, particularly for access
to area schools and businesses.
 Public transportation plans should be incorporated into future
redevelopment plans to build a framework for transportation
alternatives.

Mobility
Element

“Potential” test projects included in model scenario testing:
• SC 41 Extension – New 2 lane roadway connecting US 17/SC 41
interchange to Billy Swails Boulevard
• Billy Swails Boulevard Widening – Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lane
divided between the Isle of Palms Connector and Porcher’s Bluff
Road
• Long Point Road Realignment and Extension 1 – Realign existing
Long Point Road and extend new 2 lane roadway to Billy Swails
Boulevard
• Long Point Road Realignment and Extension 2 – Realign existing
Long Point Road and extend new 2 lane roadway to Rifle Range
Road
• Long Point Road Extension Offset – Extend new 2 lane roadway
from US 17 to Rifle Range Road without realigning existing Long
Point Road.
• Long Point Road Widening – Widen from 2 to 4 lane divided
section
• New Parallel Road (West of US 17) – New 2 lane roadway from
Long Point Road to SC 41

2040 Mobility Plan Cost
Estimated Funding Availability

•
•
•

Federal - $60.3 million
State/County - $149.5 million
Local - $243.8 million

$425M
$453M

Mobility
Element

Future Transit Focus:
• Attraction of choice riders to transit to achieve highest impact
on network mobility
• Expansion of limited stop, express bus service for work trips
• US 17 identified as potential route for Bus Rapid Transit
• Two park and ride locations identified to address commuter
demand
• Address last mile connectivity to fixed routes through demand
response services, van pool and enhanced bike/pedestrian
networks in areas not served by transit.
• Develop transportation hubs along major travel corridors (US
17, Coleman Boulevard, and SC 41) with enhanced transit
access and amenities that support multimodal connectivity
• Invest in transportation infrastructure along transit corridors to
increase transit access and travel time, such as transit signal
prioritization, bus queue jump lanes, pullouts,transit shelter and
bus stop amenities, and pedestrian/bicycle access.
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Priority Actions
Immediate
Efforts
Ongoing

• Establish a plan implementation committee,
monitor plan implementation, and actively update
the matrix and plan as needed.
• Utilize the recommendations of this comprehensive
plan to develop and rank annual capital
improvement priorities.
• Identify and evaluate projects throughout all sectors
of Town government needed to maintain
established levels of service and include these
within the town’s annual budgeting processes.
• Collaborate with Charleston County and surrounding
municipal partners to ensure planning priorities and
policies are aligned across jurisdictional boundaries.
• Actively explore opportunities to work with
landowners to permanently protect lands and
valuable corridors (through conservation easements
or other methods) for expansion of the open space
network in the Town.

Priority Actions
Short-Term
Efforts
6-24 months

• Initiate a wholesale revision of Town ordinances to simplify,
streamline, and clarify Town Codes, while also implementing
recommendations of this comprehensive plan.
• Undertake creating a Special Area Plan of the cultural core. This
study should identify opportunities within this area that would
simultaneously protect the essential character of the core,
promote local history, and create economic and other
opportunities to strengthen the community.
• Initiate and complete the hubs Special Area Plan, and revise
zoning ordinances and land development regulations to define
and develop standards for the development of hubs.
• Prepare the Mount Pleasant Way bicycle and pedestrian
feasibility study, including an evaluation of the feasibility of a
bike share program, and conduct preliminary engineering and
cost estimation.
• Study revenue sources, development patterns, and market
conditions to determine the Town’s overall financial health and
resilience of the community and to identify challenges and
opportunities for assuring long-term financial resilience.

Priority Actions
Mid-Term
Efforts
18 months5 years

• Create a comprehensive parks, recreation, and open space
master plan identifying future recreation projects, as well as
open space to be protected as natural areas.
• Conduct or update special area or functional plans where
needed (as identified in the District Plan discussions).
• Begin planning and funding processes for a new community
center focused on arts and culture.
• Begin relocating or retrofitting public facilities and
infrastructure in accordance with the mobility and resilience
focused recommendations of this Plan.
• Review the plan recommendations and create an updated
annual work plan.
• Collaborate with the local communities and Charleston County
to develop special area plans for each settlement community, to
include consideration of historic designation.
• Prepare a resilience strategy to help coordinate efforts between
departments and agencies.

Priority Actions
Long-Term
Efforts
Varies…
> 3 years

• Revisit plan policies and assess for
effectiveness.
• Continue making lower priority capital
improvements, as funding allows.
• Prepare for five-year update to the
Comprehensive Plan.
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Appendix

Appendix of Data & Resources - This Plan also
includes an Appendix of Data and Resources to
supplement the Plan itself. This section includes
most of the background data required by State
law and explanations of different land uses, etc.

Land Use
Categories
Land Use and Community
Design is one of the most
tangible elements of a
comprehensive plan. This is
where the Town sets the
policies and guidelines for
what the Town will look like
and, to a significant extent,
how the land uses within
the community will
function.

Residential Categories are tied directly to
allowable zoning categories within each and are
assigned based upon existing zoning.

Land Use
Highlights

New Commercial Categories have been created so
that we can differentiate between scale of
commercial areas.
Hubs designated where we would like to see
community-focused spaces designed to support
the surrounding community as localized "activity"
areas.

Planning Commission
• Receiving comments tonight to help guide their
consideration.
• The Planning Commission will be having several work
sessions over the next weeks to discuss needed
adjustments to the current draft

Upcoming
Process

Town Council

• After the Planning Commission has completed their
review and edits, the Plan will then be recommended to
Town Council for their review.
• Per State law, Town Council is required to hold a Public
Hearing on the document.
• Town Council can make adjustments or edits as they see
fit.
• Town Council will hopefully begin their review in March.
• Once the Plan is adopted by Town Council, we would
expect implementation to begin.
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